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Reliable, low sharpness patient monitoring. CARESCAPE* V100 monitor is a reliable, easy-to-use vital feature monitor that helps users take effective care of many patients. Its speed, accuracy and mobility allow users to gather the right information and submit it wherever they need to, so that users can
make fast, high-quality care decisions. Durable and mobile not only can carescape V100 monitor withstand strict clinical use and cleaning chills, the battery has a long operating time – usually eight to 11 hours before charging. And if the battery is discharged, it keeps the data, and users can connect it
and continue to use the monitor. This long battery life allows users to move the monitor flexibly from one patient room to the next during the transition course. Clinical excellence inside Combining fast detection times with an improved algorithm, the CARESCAPE V100 monitor helps to provide patient
comfort while maintaining a high standard of clinical accuracy. It also includes the same advanced parameters and algorithms as other larger sharpness GE monitors, ensuring consistency of measurements in all areas of care. Provide information where necessary and where appropriate. Together with
the Mobile Vitals Plus** application1, important sign information is sent to EMR in real time, directly from the bed, removing documentation and transcription errors and delay times. Not only does this allow users to spend more time with their patients, but it makes vital sign data available at CARESCAPE
CIC Pro central station, CARESCAPE iPanel, CARESCAPE Mobile Viewers or anywhere it is necessary to make quick, effective care decisions. The durable CARESCAPE V100 vital signs monitor is designed for low-sharpness clinical settings. It can also be used for continuous monitoring, providing
users with the flexibility of 2 devices 1, a stationary device and one rounds. It is indicated in adults, paediatricians and even neonates with very low perfusion pressure. AmpronixContactBMESContactQuince Medical &amp;amp; Surgical ContactAccuracy CARESCAPE V100 provides accurate, accurate
readings using proven DINAMAP technology. GE DINAMAP SuperSTAT blood pressure algorithms support speed, comfort and remission of artifacts in almost all types of patients, including neonates with very low perfusion pressure, geriatric and hyper/hypothermia patients. Together with the Mobile
Vitals Plus application, vital signs are sent to EMR in real time, preventing transcription errors. Speed With a non-invasive blood pressure detection time as fast as 14 seconds, and the clinical accuracy of embedded DINAMAP technology, the CARESCAPE V100 monitor delivers superior speed and
accuracy. The Exergen TemporalScanner thermometer provides non-invasive, fast, light and precise temperatures. And when combined with Mobile Vitals Plus essential signs are sent to EMR in real time, preventing any lag time. Time. The CARESCAPE V100 monitor is two on the same monitor, which
can be used for both on-site inspection and continuous monitoring, continuously monitoring the time of valuable nurses. Together with the Mobile Vitals Plus app, nurses spend less time on records and more time with their patients and families. Infection prevention GE supports your infection prevention
measures. They offer an Exergen TemporalScanner thermometer that does not come into contact with mucous membranes. In addition, a silver-ion anti-microbial head has been found to reduce the population of Staph, Listeria and E-Coli. The monitor's durable plastic coating is compatible with the most
powerful chemical hospital cleaning devices, and GE CRITIKON blood pressure cuffs are disposable. Mobility Mobility Not only can withstand severe clinical use and cleaning chills, CARESCAPE * The V100 monitor battery has a long life – usually eight to 11 hours before charging. And if the battery is
discharged, it keeps the data, and users can connect it and continue to use the monitor. This extended battery life allows users to move the monitor flexibly from one patient room to the next during the transition course. Consistently in all areas of care CARESCAPE * V100 includes the same advanced
parameters and algorithms as other higher sharpness GE monitors, so users can consistently measure all areas of care – from ED to OR to ICU to PACU to Surgical. This gives users confidence that if the patient's measurements differ, the changes are related to the patient's condition – there is no
difference between monitors. With speed, accuracy, and connectivity, the CARESCAPE V100 monitor, together with mobile vitals plus solution1, helps users manage clinical information logistics by gathering the right information and submitting it wherever they need it. In order to allow users to make
quick, high-quality decisions that are informed about relevant, current clinical data. You are reading free preview pages from 6 to 7, this preview is not shown. This preview doesn't show a free preview page 13 reading. You are reading page 19 of the free preview, this preview is not shown. You are
reading free preview pages from 29 to 31, this preview is not shown. You are reading free preview pages from 38 to 63, this preview is not shown. You are reading free preview pages from 73 to 103, this preview does not appear. You are reading free preview pages from 110 to 112, this preview does not
appear. You are reading free preview pages from 119 to 122, this preview does not appear. You are reading free preview pages from 126 to 134, this preview does not appear. You are reading free preview pages from 138 to 148, this preview is not shown. You are reading free preview pages from 152 to
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